
5th Six Weeks - 2019-20

High School 

French (multilevel)
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French I French II French III AP French IV
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Express and interpret time 

Ask for/give information 

Express likes/dislikes 

Express daily routines 

Sequence events in day

Explore cultural stereotypes                                         

Interpret immigration trends                                                  

Discuss the origins of 

national stereotypes

Negatives                                   

Relative pronouns                    

Canada and Louisiana            

Summarization                            

Future, conditional with si

Pronouns - (demonstrative, 

possessive, relative, etc.)         

AP Exam skills                                                                 

The French Revolution            
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Write letter to exchange 

student                                 

Discuss school day Discuss 

items in class and location 

Create poster of 

positive/negative stereotypes 

and analyze the reasons                      

Express ideas in full 

sentences

Use expressions of requests, 

judgment                                   

Make recommendations, 

give opinions                            

Discuss "If I were.. I'd,,,,"

Discuss ideas leading to the 

French Revolution                   

Use a variety of pronoun 

constructions                            

Defend your beliefs
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Play "I Spy" in classroom 

Read/Listen to school 

schedule                                

Fill in a blank timetable with 

schedule info.

From text, picture and/or film 

fill in a table identifying 

positive and negative stereo 

types 

Create a TV Guide poll           

Create a weather or travel 

channel broadcast                  

Write an acceptance or 

nomination speech 

Create a newspaper article 

from the time of the 

Revolution                                 

Choose a cause and 

represent issues
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Can you tell the time of day 

in French?                           

Can you conjugate regular 

verbs in French?                                      

Talk about your daily routine.

How do stereotypes form? 

When might stereotypes be 

positive?                                

What stereotypes do 

American shave of French?

What are some "must sees" 

in Canada?                                

What is Carnaval?                  

What advice would you give 

a traveler to Canada?

Who was Chateaubriand?      

What issues sparked the 

French Revolution?                 

How do you defend ideas in 

French?
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Encourage students to make 

vocabulary flash cards and 

study daily.                                 

Encourage students to give 

an art critique         

Encourage students to make 

vocabulary cards to study  

daily                             

Encourage students to teach 

vocabulary to others

Encourage students to read 

a Canadian magazine            

Encourage students to 

create si clause situations  

Discuss the significance of 

the French Revolution and 

important figures of the time                                              

Read aloud daily


